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Physics

1. Maxwell in his famous equations of electromagnetism introduced the concept of
(a) Ac current

(c) Impedance

(b) Displacement current

(d) Reactance

2. The conduction current is same as displacement current when source is
(a) Ac only

(c) Either ac or dc

(b) Dc only

(d) Neither dc nor ac

3. The surface considered for Gauss’s law is called
(a) Closed surface

(c) Gaussian surface

(b) Spherical surface

(d) Plane surface

4. The total flux through the faces of the cube with side of length a if a charge q is
placed at corner A of the cube is

5. Which of the following statement is true?
(a) Electrostatic force is a conservative force.
(b) Potential at a point is the work done per unit charge in bringing a charge from
any point to infinity.
(c) Electrostatic force is non-conservative
(d) Potential is the product of charge and work.
6. 1 volt is equivalent to

7. An electric heater is connected to the voltage supply. After few seconds,
current gets its steady value then its initial current will be

(a) Equal to its steady current

(c) Slightly less than its steady current

(b) Slightly higher than its steady
current

(d) Zero

8. In the series combination of two or more than two resistances
(a) The current through each
resistance is same.

(c) Neither current nor voltage
through each re-sistance is same.

(b) The voltage through each
resistance is same.

(d) Both current and voltage through
each resis¬tance are same.

9. A charged particle is moving in a cyclotron, what effect on the radius of path of
this charged particle will occur when the frequency of the radio frequency field is
doubled?
(a) It will also be doubled.

(c) It will be increased by four times.

(b) It will be halved.

(d) It will remain unchanged.

10. Which of the following is not correct about cyclotron?
(a) It is a machine to accelerate
charged particles or ions to high
energies.
(b) Cyclotron uses both electric and
magnetic fields in combination to
increase the energy of charged
particles.

(c) The operation of the cyclotron is
based on the fact that the time for
one revolution of an ion is
independent of its speed or radius of
its orbit.
(d) The charged particles and ions in
cyclotron can move on any arbitrary
path.

11. The earth behaves as a magnet with magnetic field pointing approximately
from the geographic
(a) North to South

(c) East to West

(b) South to North

(d) West to East

12. The strength of the earth’s magnetic field is
(a) Constant everywhere.

(c) Having very high value.

(b) Zero everywhere.

(d) Vary from place to place on the
earth’s surface.

13. The north pole of a long bar magnet was pushed slowly into a short solenoid
connected to a short galvanometer. The magnet was held stationary for a few
seconds with the North Pole in the middle of the solenoid and then withdrawn
rapidly. The maximum deflection of the galvanometer was observed when the
magnet was
(a) Moving towards the solenoid

(c) At rest inside the solenoid

(b) Moving into the solenoid

(d) Moving out of the solenoid

14. The magnetic flux linked with a coil of N turns of area of cross section A held
with its plane parallel to the field B is
(a)NAB

(c)NAB
2
(d)NAB

(b) NAB
4
15. Alternating voltage (V) is represented by the equation
(a) V(t) = Vm eωt

(c) V(t) = Vm cot ωt

(b) V(t) = Vm sin ωt

(d) V(t) = Vm tan ωt

16. The phase relationship between current and voltage in a pure resistive circuit
is best represented by

17. For a total internal reflection, which of the following is correct?
(a) Light travels from rarer to denser
medium.
(b) Light travels from denser to rarer
medium.

(c) Light travels in air only.
(d) Light travels in water only.

18. Critical angle of glass is θ2 and that of water is θ2. The critical angle for water
and glass surface would be (μg = 3/2, μw = 4/3).
(a) less than θ2

(c) Greater than θ2

(b) Between θ1 and θ2

(d) less than θ1

19. The idea of secondary wavelets for the. Propagation of a wave was first given
by
(a) Newton

(c) Maxwell

(b) Huygens

(d) Fresnel

20. Light propagates rectilinearly, due to
(a) Wave nature

(c) Velocity

(b) Wavelengths

(d) Frequency

21. Photoelectrons are being obtained by irradiating zinc by a radiation of 3100 Å.
In order to increase the kinetic energy of ejected photoelectrons.
(a) The intensity of radiation should
be increased.

(c) The wavelength of radiation
should be decreased.

(b) The wave length of radiation
should be increased.

(d) Both wavelength and intesity of
radiation should be increased.

22. The de-Broglie wavelength of an electron moving with a speed of 6.6 ×
1015 ms-1 is nearly equal to
(a) 10-11m

(c) 10-7 m

(b) 10-9 m

(d) 10-5 m

23. A spectral line is emitted when an electron
(a) Jumps from lover orbit to higher
orbit.

(c) Rotates in a circular orbit.
(d) Rotates in an elliptical orbit.

(b) Jumps from higher orbit to lower
orbit.
24. The ionisation potential of hydrogen is 13.6 V. The energy of the atom in n = 2
state will be
(a) -10.2 eV

(c) – 3.4 eV

(b) -6.4eV

(d) – 4.4 eV

25. Beta rays emitted by a radioactive material are
(a) Neutral particles.

(c) Electromagnetic radiations.

(b) charged particles emitted by
nucleus.

(d) Electrons orbiting around the
nucleus.

CHEMISTRY

1. Which one of the following is non-crystalline or amorphous?
(a) Diamond

(c) Glass

(b) Graphite

(d) Common Salt

2. NaCl typecrystal (with coordination no. 6: 6) can be converted into CsCl type
crystal (with coordination no. 8: 8) by applying
(a) High temperature
(b) High pressure

(c) High temperature and high
pressure
(d) Low temperature and low pressure

3. The molality of pure water is
(a) 55.5

(c) 18

(b) 50.5

(d) 60.5

4. The number of moles of NaCl in 3 litres of 3M solution is
(a) 1

(c) 9

(b) 3

(d) 27

5. A new galvanic cell of E^u more than E°dl of Daniel cell is connected to Daniel
cell in a manner that new cell gives electrons to cathode, what will happen
(a) Ecell will increase
(b) Ecell will decrease

(d) Daniel cell will work as
electrolytic cell where Zn will be
deposite on zinc rod and copper will
dissolve from copper rod.

(c) No change will take place
6. Ag+(aq) + e– → Ag(s) E° = + 0.80 V
Fe2+(aq)+ + 2e– → Fe(s) E° = – 0.44 V
What is emf of
Fe(s) + 2Ag+(aq) → Fe2+(aq) + 2Ag(s)
(a) 1.16 V

(c) 2.04 V

(b) 1.24 V

(d) -1.16 V

7. The half-life period of first order reaction is 1386 seconds. The specific rate
constant of the reaction is
(a) 0.5 × 10-2 s-1

(c) 5.0 × 10-2 s-1

(b) 0.5 × 10-3 s-1

(d) 5.0 × 10-3 s-1

8. The rate constant of a reaction A → B is 0.6 × 103 mole per second. If the
concentration of [A] is 5 M, then what will be concentration of [B] after 20 months?
(a) 0.36 M

(c) 1.08 M

(b) 0.72 M

(d) 3.60 M

9. The correct ascending order of adsorption of the following gases on the same
mass of charcoal at same temperature and pressure is
(a) CH4 < H2 < SO2

(c) SO2 < CH4 < H2

(b) H2 < CH4 < SO2

(d) H2 < SO2 < CH4

10. The formation of micelles takes place only above
(a) Inversion temperature

(c) Critical temperature

(b) Boyle’s temperature

(d) Kraft temperature

11. Which of the following ore is best concentrated by froth floatation process?
(a) Magnetic

(c) Galena

(b) Siderite

(d) Malachite

12. Extraction of gold and silver involves leaching with CN–. Silver is later
recovered by
(a) Distillation

(c) Displacement by Zn

(b) Zone refining

(d) Liquation

13. Among the following, which one is a wrong statement?
(a) PH5 and BiCl5 do not exist.
(b) pπ-dπ bonds are present in SO2
(c) SeF4 and CH4 have same shape.
(d) I3 has bent geometry.
14. In which of the pair of ions, both species contain S—S bond?

15. In which of the following pairs, both the ions are coloured in aqueous solutions?
(a) Sc3+, Ti

(c) Ni2+, Cu+

(b) Sc3+, Co2+

(d) Ni2+, Ti3+

[Atomic no of Sc = 21, Ti = 22, Ni = 28, Co = 27, Cu = 29]

16. Which of the following is most stable in aqueous solution?
(a) Mn2+

(c) V3+

(b) Cr3+

(d) Ti3+

17. The sum of coordination number of oxidation number of the metal M in the
complex [M(en)2 C204] Cl are
(a) 7

(c) 9

(b) 8

(d) 6

18. Which of the following will not give test for Cl– with AgNO3(aq) at 25°C?
(a) COCl3.5NH3

(c) COCl3.3NH3

(b) COCl3.6NH3

(d) COCl3.4NH3

19. Which of the following undergoes nucleophilic substitution exclusively by SN 1
mechanism?
(a) Benzyl chloride

(c) Chlorobenzene

(b) Ethyl chloride

(d) Isopropyl chloride

20. The increasing order of nucleophilicity would be
(a) Cl– < Br– < I–

(c) Br– < Cl– < F–

(b) I– < Cl– < Br–

(d) I– < Br– < Cl–

21. The heating of phenyl methyl ether with HI produces
(a) Iodobenzene
(b) Phenol
(c) Benzene
(d) Ethyl chloride
22. Which of the following gives positive iodoform test?

23. Reduction of aldehydes and ketones into hydrocarbons using zinc amalgam and
cone. HCl is called:
(a) Cope reduction

(c) Wolff Kishner reduction

(b) Dow reduction

(d) Clemensen reduction

24. Propanoic acid with Br2/P4 yields a dibromo product. The structure will be

25. The major product of the reaction between /n-dinitro benzene with NH4HS is
(a) p-Dinitro benzene

(c) m-nitroaniline

(b) m-Diamino benzene

(d) p-Diamino benzene

Mathematics

1.The function f : A → B defined by f(x) = 4x + 7, x ∈ R is
(a) one-one

(c) Odd

(b) Many-one

(d) Even

2. The smallest integer function f(x) = [x] is
(a) One-one

(c) Both (a) & (b)

(b) Many-one

(d) None of these

3.

4.

5. If A and B are symmetric matrices of the same order, then
(a) AB is a symmetric matrix

(c) AB + BA is a symmetric matrix

(b) A – Bis askew-symmetric matrix

(d) AB – BA is a symmetric matrix

If A is a square matrix, then A – A’ is a
(a) diagonal matrix

(c) symmetric matrix

(b) skew-symmetric matrix

(d) none of these

7.

8.

9.

10. Find the maximum profit that a company can make, if the profit function is
given by P(x) = 41 +24x – 18x2
(a) 25

(c) 62

(b) 43

(d) 49

11. It is given that at x = 1, the function x4 – 62x2 + ax + 9 attains its maximum
value on the interval [0, 2]. Find the value of a.

(a) 100

(c) 140

(b) 120

(d) 160

12. The function f(x) = x5 – 5x4 + 5x3 – 1 has
(a) One minima and two maxima

(c) Two minima and two maxima

(b) Two minima and one maxima

(d) One minima and one maxima

13. Evaluate: ∫(2tan x – 3cot x)2 dx
(a) -4tan x – 9cot x – 25x + C

(c) -4tan x + 9 cot x + 25x + C

(b) 4tan x – 9cot x – 25x + C

(d) 4tan x + 9cot x + 25x + C

14. The area bounded by the curves, x2 = -√2y and x = y is

15. The area enclosed by the parabola y2 = 2x and tangents through the point (-2,
0) is
(a) 3 sq. units

(c) sq. units

(b) 4 sq. units

(d) sq. units

16. The solution of differential equation (ey + 1) cosx dx + ey sinx dy = 0 is
(a) (ey + 1) sinx = c

(c) (ex + 1) cosx = c

(b) ex sinx = c

(d) none of these

17. The equation of family of curves for which the length of the normal is equal to
the radius vector is

18. |a × b|2 + |a.b|2 = 144 and |a| = 4, then |b| is equal to
(a) 12

(c) 8

(b) 3

(d) 4

19. The summation of two unit vectors is a third unit vector, then the modulus of
the difference of the unit vector is
(a) √3

(c) 1 + √3

(b) 1 – √3

(d) -√3

20. The vector equation of the plane passing through the origin and the line of
intersection of the plane r.a = λ and r.b = μ is
(a) r.(λa – μb) = 0

(c) r.(λa + μb)= 0

(b) r.(λb – μa) = 0

(d) r.(λb + μa) = 0

21. The equation of the plane through the point (0, -4, -6) and (-2, 9, 3) and
perpendicular to the plane x – 4y – 2z = 8 is
(a) 3x + 3y – 2z = 0

(c) 2x + y – z = 2

(b) x – 2y + z = 2

(d) 5x – 3y + 2z = 0

22. Minimize Z = 20x1 + 9x2, subject to x1 ≥ 0, x2 ≥ 0, 2x1 + 2x2 ≥ 36, 6x1 + x2 ≥
60.
(a) 360 at (18, 0)

(c) 540 at (0, 60)

(b) 336 at (6, 4)

(d) 0 at (0, 0)

23. Z = 4x1 + 5x2, subject to 2x1 + x2 ≥ 7, 2x1 + 3x2 ≤ 15, x2 ≤ 3, x1, x2 ≥ 0. The
minimum value of Z occurs at
(a) (3.5, 0)

(c) (7.5, 0)

(b) (3, 3)

(d) (2, 3)

24.

25.

Aptitude

1. She lived ____ the expectations.
(a) as per
(b) up to
2. 1.Not

2.Maria

(c) on
(d) at
3.run

4.did

5.away

(a) 24153
(b) 24135

(c) 21354
(d) 41235

3. Harry who is a professional had a fearful dream. He found himself in a land
where he saw some slug-like animals with tentacles living on human bodies. The
people tolerated these creatures because after many years they would grow into
bulls which then be used for transportation. Harry noticed that he himself was
covered with these creatures and he woke up screaming.
Question 1: In the dream, Harry found the creatures
History of Java
(a) in his office

(c) in his kitchen

(b) in a different land

(d) in a different planet

Question 2: what did the creatures look like?
(a) slug-like animals with horns

(c) insects with tentacles

(b) insects with wings

(d) slug-like animals with tentacles

Question 3: Harry's dream was fearful because
(a) It brought him face to face
with elephants
(b) He found himself on a land full
of snakes

(c) He forgets the way home
(d) He saw creatures feeding on
human bodies

Question 4: The creatures will grow into bulls which then will be used for
(a) digging

(c) transportation

(b) hunting

(d) flying

4. Yesterday, Peter had to go to the airport; he was flying to London to meet his
grandmother. He booked a cab to reach the airport. The cab driver charged Rs.500
for the ride. He reached the airport on time. It was around midnight, and as it was
a winter season, it was cold there. Peter felt like drinking a cup of coffee, he
looked here and there and saw a cafeteria. He went there and ordered a cup of
coffee. He lit a cigarette while drinking coffee. Soon, it was the time to board the
flight. Few moments from then he boarded the flight and had a comfortable
journey.
Question 1: Peter was flying to London for what reason
(a) to finalize a business deal

(c) to attend a marriage

(b) to meet his grandfather

(d) to meet his grandmother

Question 2: How did Peter reach the airport?
(a) by a rental cab
(b) by his car

(c) his friend dropped him at the
airport
(d) by his bike

Question 3: When Peter reached the airport
(a) It was daytime

(c) It was midnight

(b) It was morning

(d) It was evening

Question 4: How did Peter spend his time at the airport?
(a) He had dinner in the cafeteria

(c) He read newspaper

(b) He did some shopping

(d) He smoked a cigarette and
drank coffee

5. Liquid: Liter
(a) Hot: Cold

(c) Movie: Entertainment

(b) Weight: Kilogram

(d) Winter: Cold

6. Sculptor: Statue then Poet: ?

7.

(a) Pen

(c) Chisel

(b) Verse

(d) Imagine

....... Indus River is the longest river in India.
(a) The

(c) A

(b) An

(d) None of the above

8. He had already left .... the early bus to Pune.
(a) at

(b) on

(c) of

(d) in

9. On looking at the cloudless sky, Peter said, "It won't rain today."
(a) at

(c) sky

(b) cloudless

(d) today

10. Her selection in the crew surprised Peter.
(a) Her selection in the crew was a
big surprise.
(b) Peter was surprised at her
selection in the crew.

(c) Her selection was a surprise.
(d) Peter was surprised at her
selection of the crew.

11. The Clean India campaign is being run by the government.
(a) The government was running
the Clean India campaign.
(b) The government is running the
Clean India campaign.

(c) The government has been
running the Clean India
campaign.
(d) The government has run the
Clean India campaign.

12. Arrange the following words in a meaningful sequence.
Competitive questions on Structures
1. Marriage
2.Birth
3.Death
4.Education
5. Job
(a) 1, 2, 4, 5, 3

(c) 2, 4, 5, 1, 3

(b) 2, 4, 5, 3, 1

(d) 4, 5, 1, 2, 3

13. Arrange the following words in a logical sequence.
1. Wrist
2.Elbow
3.Shoulder
4.Palm
5. Finger
(a) 2, 4, 3, 5, 1

(c) 3, 2, 1, 4, 5

(b) 3, 2, 1, 5, 4

(d) 5, 4, 1, 3, 2

14. Which word does not belong to others?
(a) Steering wheel

(c) Tyre

(b) Engine

(d) Car

15. Which word does not belong to others?
(a) Lion

(c) Leopard

(b) Elephant

(d) Tiger

16. To cry wolf
(a) to speak loudly

(c) to get afraid

(b) to eat like a wolf

(d) to give a false alarm

17. Can you find the approximate value for the following expression?
29.8% of 260 + 60.01% of 510 − 103.57 =?
(a) 450
(b) 320

(c) 210
(d) 280

18. The length of the side of a square is represented by x+2. The length of the side
of an equilateral triangle is 2x. If the square and the equilateral triangle have
equal perimeter, then the value of x is _______

(a) 5
(b) 14

(c) 17
(d) 4

19. The Himalayas are located ____ the northern frontier of India.
Hello Java Program for Beginners
(a) along

(c) in

(b) aside

(d) above

20. In a code, PROCESSOR is coded as ROSSECORP in a code, which of the following
words is coded as RETUPMOC in this code?
(a) RETCOMPU
(b) RETCOPUM

(c) COMPUTER
(d) None of these

21. Apple pie order
Prime Ministers of India | List of Prime Minister of India (1947-2020)
(a) randomly arranged

(c) in perfect order

(b) delicious food

(d) food at a low price

22. The points to be discussed at a meeting
(a) Schedule

(c) Strategy

(b) Agenda

(d) Plan

23.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Maria reached office at 10 O' clock after sending the money.
Maria's parents needed some money.
After that, she spent almost half an hour at the Post Office.
So, she went to bank to withdraw some money.
However, she had no money with her.

Which of the following should come third in the paragraph?
(a) 1

(c) 3

(b) 2

(d) 4

24. ................ which is called spectrum.
A. forms a rainbow of colors
B. If you place a glass prism
C. you will see that the light
D. against a beam of sunlight
(a) BDCA
(b) CDAB

(c) DBCA
(d) ABDC

25. A month after colleges opened......
A. 35% seats reserved under OBC
B. in private colleges
C. for the next academic year
D. remain vacant
How to find Nth Highest Salary in SQL
(a) CBDA
(b) CADB

(c) ADBC
(d) BADC

Aviation Affairs

1. Indira Gandhi International Airport is located in__________.
(a) Mumbai
(b) Delhi

(c) Chennai
(d) Hyderabad

2. Sanghner International Airport is located in ____________.
(a) Bikaner
(b) Jodhpur

(c) Udaipur
(d) Jaipur

3. Established in 1932, this airline was later acquired by the Indian government in
the year 1948. What was the original name of the airline?
(a) Air India
(b) Tata Airlines

(c) Indian Airlines
(d) Ryan Air

4. When was Air Cargo Carriers founded?
(a) 1986
(b) 1990

(c) 1982
(d) 1985

5. Which is the main language used by the aviation industry?
(a) French
(b) German

(c) English
(d) Hindi

Which of the following is the world’s largest airliner?
(a) Airbus A350
(b) Airbus A320

(c) Airbus A380
(d) Airbus A340

What does FAA stand for?
(a) Federal Avionics Administration
(b) Federal Aviation Administration

(c) Fedex Aircraft Administration
(d) Federal Aviation Administration

8. What is the name of India’s first indigenous aircraft carrier (IAC)?
(a) Arjun
(c) Kattabomman
(b) Vikrant
(d) Bharathi
9. Which state has the maximum number of International Airports in India?
(a) Karnataka
(b) Kerala

(c) Maharashtra
(d) Uttar Pradesh

10. Which is the first airline in the world to use “sun-to-liquid” fuel?
(a) Japan Airlines
(b) Cathay Pacific Airways

(c) Swiss Airlines
(d) Qantas Airways

11. Which Union Ministry is associated with ‘Digital Sky’ platform?
(a) Ministry of Defence

(b) Ministry of Civil Aviation

(c) Ministry of Electronics and IT

(d) Ministry of MSME

12. Where is the headquarters of the International Civil Aviation Organization
(ICAO)?
(a) New York
(b) Canada

(c) Rome
(d) Paris

13. Which organization delivered the heaviest ever semi-cryogenic propellant tank
(SC120- LOX) to ISRO?
(a) DRDO
(b) HAL

(c) BHEL
(d) NSIL

14. Which Indian airport has won the Airport Council International’s (ACI) honor for
Airport Service Quality?
(a) Mumbai International Airport
(b) Delhi International Airport

(c) Cochin International Airport
(d) Chennai International Airport

15. In which year Indian Airlines was nationalized?
(a) 1952
(b) 1953

(c) 1965
(d) 1960

16 Who is India’s first Women Rafale pilot?
(a) Shivangi Joshi
(b) Shivangi Singh

(c) Bhavana kanth
(d) Avani Chaturvedi

17. Which IAF jet will participate in the Cobra Warrior Air Exercise?
(a) Su-30MKI
(b) Rafale

(c) LCA Tejas
(d) MiG-21

18. Which airport has become the world’s first airport to completely operate on
solar power?
(a) Amritsar international Airport
(b) Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel
International Airport

(c) Kochi Airport
(d) Hyderabad International
Airport

19. Which one becomes the first country to allow drone flights in civilian airspace?
(a) China
(b) Israel

(c) USA
(d) Germany

20. Which is the world’s first airlines to use Taxibot?
(a) Air India
(b) Indigo

(c) Etihad
(d) British Airways

21. Indian Airlines merged with Air India in which year?
(a) 2011

(b) 2012

(d) 2010

(c) 2009

22. Which airline was going through a major financial crisis in the early months of
2012?
(a) Jet Airways
(b) Air India

(c) Kingfisher Airlines
(d) Delta Airlines

23. In which Indian State would you find the International Airports of Cochin,
Calicut and Trivandrum?

(a)

Karnataka

(c)

Kerala

(b)

Maharashtra

(d)

West Bengal

24. This airline was established as ‘Air Sahara’ but then bought by ‘Jet Airways’. It
is now a low-cost airline. Which airline am I talking about?

(a)

GoAir

(c)

Spice Jet

(b)

Southern Airways

(d)

Jet Lite

25. When was Air Cargo Carriers founded?

(a)

1986

(c)

1982

(b)

1990

(d)

1985

